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E/CN.14/INR/37,

PROVISIONAL REPORT OF THE INDUSTRIAL CO-ORDINATION MISSION

TO EAST AND. CENTRAL AFRICA

INTRODUCTIO

A United Nations Economic Commission for Africa mission visited Ea'st

and Central Africa from 10 October to 3 December 1963, in accordance with

a decision taken by the Standing Committee on Industry,1 transport and

Natural Resources at its first session, held in December I962, endorsed

by the Commission, at its fifth session held in February I963, The text"

of this decision reads as follows: ' -i ■ :

"Assistance to governments in promoting sub—regional cc—operation

in the development of industries on the basis of international

specialization and in the harmonization, where appropriate of

industrial development plans thorough studies and field investiga

tions".

The terms of reference of the mission are derived from the decisions

referred to above and are summarized below.

1/ This provisional report has been prepared for the second session of

the Standing Committee on.Industry, Transport and Natural ..Resources,

meeting in December I963. The Committee, is reminded that the. mission

concluded its work on 3 December. It is expected that the: full 'ver

sion of the mission's report will be completed by the end of 1963 for .

presentation to the sixth session of the Commission, to be held in

February 1964* The provisional report will be' expanded on the 'basis'

of data collected and also corrected and revised in the light of the

comments of"the governments concerned and the discussions at the 'second

session of the Standing Committee. The principal expansions, of...

. . .the. report envisaged are:

(i) development of Part I to bring out the economic setting in

the sub—region, the necessity for growth arid 'growth pos

sibilities, and how the proposals made fit into over—all ■ ;

:. . . , growth perspectives;

(ii) further data on the market perspectives for particular
products will be added to Part II, and in addition ap— '' "

"■ '■ ' proximate estimates of capital costs and labour require-.: -:]-;

, , ments;

(iii) A Part III will be added discussing on a country by country
basis the possibilities of expanding small and medium-soa-1©

industries essentially serving domestic markets, ..
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The principal objective has been to assess in concrete terms pos

sibilities of industrial development over the next decade or so in East

and Central Africa, with the primary emphasis on projects serving more

than one country. It follows that special emphasis has been given to

industries the minimal economic scale of output of -which is beyond the

likely market of any individual country in the sub-region. But the

mission was solely interested in large scale industry. It was also

concerned to draw attention to possibilities of import substitution by

developing small and medium scale industries, e,g, the processing of food

and other agricultural raw materials, including timber, and consumption

goods industries. Throughout, the investigations made have been .concerned

to assess appropriate scale of output for all types of industry in the

specific conditions of the territory covered and of appropriate technolo

gies. It was not the purpose of the mission to make a general- economio

or industrial survey. The emphasis throughout has been on specific and

concrete possibilities of industrial development. Trade and transport .

problems have been examined within the context of the promotion of

industrial development. . ■_■',,

It was not a specific objective of the mission to assess the scope

for technical assistance or bilateral aid. However, attention has been

drawn to further possibilities of action by the UU family and other

interested bodies in this general context,

A major premise underlying the investigations of the mission has been

the development of modern industries strategic for economic development,

and the consequent necessity for sub-regional co-ordination of .industrial

development plans,=* This in turn implies international spacialization

and division of labour"at the sub-regional level and a conscious attempt

to share out equitably new industries* The mission also fully recognized

that development of agriculture or industries based on the processing of

agricultural raw materials, small and medium scale industries and large

scale -industries serving the sub-regional market, must ..go hand in hand.

\J See Industrial Growth in Africa /~E/CN.i4/IHR/l7«
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The mission visited Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Northern Rhodesia,
1/2/

Nyasalknd, Rwanda, Somalia:, Southern Rhodesia, Tangayijca and Uganda.-^-'

Places visited and the organizations and individuals., consulted by

some or all members of the mission are set out in annex II (in final version).

The report is in four parts. The first discusses briefly the

economic setting in East and Central Africa, both by countries and on a

sub-regional basis. The second part deals with industrial development,

with the main emphasis on conorete possibilities of developing,large scale

industries capable of serving more than one countryin the sub-region.. ,

The third part discusses small and medium scale industries.*7' The fourth'

part offers some general conclusions and suggestions; ... . .

l/ In the time available it was not possible for all members of the mis

sion to visit all the countries covered.- However, the whole mission

assembled in Addis Ababa for briefing before it set out and finally

assembled together in Lusaka (Northern Rhodesia) to draw up its
report. The composition of the mission is :re<fcorded in Annex I, ..

2/ One member of the mission visited Madagascar. The main mission had

also intended to do so, but it proved impossible to find a time

convenient to the Government,

In outline form only with provisional version.
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PABT I

THE EOONOMXC SETTING 1$ EAST A&D CENTRAL AFRICA

Data are not available to indicate the pattern of growth of the

. CGU&fcri*s of the sub-region over a period of years. For some countries

even current information is not available, so that it has not proved

possible to present the major economic indicators in reasonably accurate

tabular form. Such major indicators as are available have been drawn upon.

The most heavily populated, country in the sub-region is Ethiopia, with

20 million, followed by Tanganyika with rather less than half this figure.

Both Kenya and Uganda have populations in excess of 6 million? Northern

Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland are each in the 2 to 3 million

range', the popiilation of .Somalia is probably about 3 million, and the com

bined population of Rwanda and Burundi is rather less than 5 million.

Population growth rates vary considerably> Southern Rhodesia being

at one extreme, with more than 3 per cent per annum, and Kenya and

Tanganyika at the other with less than 2 per cent per annum. Uganda and

Northern Rhodesia about mid-way in the scale. Lack of data forbids aocura-te

estimation of population growth in the other five countries but the rate is

probably around the Southern Bhodesia level.

Gross domestic product has been increasing in recent years at 5 per

cent per annum or more in the three East African countries, in the Rhode-

sias and in Nyasalandf Uganda shows a considerably higher growth rate,

as does Southern Rhodesia. Information in this respect is not available

for the remainder countries.

There are marked disparities amon- the countries of the sub-region in

GDP per capita. The levels in Northern and Southern Rhodesia are of the

order of four to five %i«»8 those of all others in the sub-region except

Kenya, where the level is about half that in the two Rhodesias. The re

maining seven countries have GDP's per capita at less than U3 -jgO.

The variations throughout the sub-region both in population, GDP and income

per head are marked, both in absolute terms and in growth rates. Thus, Sthiopia,

the most heavily populated country, is at the other end of the scale in

terms of income per head. Somalia is relatively densely populated, although

the greater part of the population is nomadic, but has an income per head

among the lowest in the sub-region.
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Nyasaland has a low density of population i"i relation to.'area and al.go to

low income per head. Rwanda and Burundi are relatively densely populated

but with, low incomes per head. In considering these figures it should be

remembered that the relatively high incomes per head in some countries

■accrue in large measure to the non-African population. Thus it seems un

likely that the income ±>er iieau of Ue Africans in Kenya is significantly

more than in Uganda.

The present level of industrialization in Southern Rhodesia is

obviously substantially higher than elsewhere in the sub-region, with

Kenya next. Northern Rhodesia and Uganda are relatively industrialized

by the standards of the sub-region.

The predominantly agricultural economies are Burundi, Ethiopia,

Nyasaland, Rwanda, Somalia and Tanganyika, although Ethiopia and .Tanganyika

are making determined strides towards greater industrialisation.

Trade

There is no reason to suppose that the pattern of trade in East and

Central Africa differs widely from that of Africa as a whole. About-two-

thirds of Africa's trade is with Western Ei.irope and only one-tenth", among

African countries.^ The ten nations of the sub-region can be assumed to

be oriented primarily towards world markets rather than markets within the

Continent, although there is a likelihood that trade between them accounts

for a greater proportion of total trade than the African average.—'

l/ Background paper on the Establishment of an Ai.ej.can Common Market,

Economic Commission for Africa ' ''ON,14/STC/20), 3 October 1963.

2/ In addition to deficiencies of trade statistics in general, there are

special problems. 'Thus there are no trade statistics for the indivi

dual countries of the former Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,

There is a significant volume or* trade between Rwanda and Burundi which

is unrecorded, and the same may be to some extent the case elsewhere in

the sub-region.

A fuller analysis based on trade statistics available will be included

in the final version of this report, together with a- s+;i-tis tical appen
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The commodity composition of trade within the sub-region can be

summarized briefly,—' Uganda sells tea to Somalia, fresh fish to Rwanda

and Burundi, raw tobacco, cottonseed oil, unrefined sugar and cotton

fabrics to Kenya and Tanganyika. Kenya exports butter to Burundi, Ethiopia,

the Rhodesias and Rwanda, live animals to Burundi and Rwanda, vegetables

to the Rhodesias, coffee to Somalia and the Rhodesias and tea to Somalia.

The Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (leaving aside trade within these

three territories) sells tea to Kenya and Somalia, beans and peas to Kenya

and Tanganyika, vegetables and fruit to Tanganyika. The foregoing are no

more than illustrations and leave out of account exports and imports by

countries of the sub-region to and from other African countries.

If the assumption is made that the general experience of Africa applies

to the countries of the sub-region, then the broad proportions of present

intra-trade are as follows: almost 60 per cent is accounted for by food,

drink and tobacco5 about 15 per cent by raw materials; rather more than

3 per cent by fuel\ about 3 per cent by chemicals; about 1.5 Per cent

by machinery0, and about 18 per cent by other manufactures. In absolute

terms, trade within the sub-region in food, drink and tobacco and other

manufactures can be expected to increase. Both the absolute and relative

shares of the other items could increase sharply.

Characteristics of the sub-region

The delineation of sub-regions within Africa is a matter for discussion

and there are no absolute criteria. Furthermore, there are bound to be links

of one sort and another among them. 'The basic considerations determining

the boundaries of a sub-region are economic, geographical and to some extent

political. From a purely geographical and economic point of view, the

eastern part of the Congo, Angola and Mozambique also seem to be part of

the sub-region. Economically, within the sub-region there are closer ties,

e.g., the East African common market, common services and a common currency

system;

Intra-African Trade, Economic Commission for Africa (E/C3S'.14/STC/2O/Add.l)
November 1963•
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the links "between northern and southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland which,

while weakened by the .dissolution of the Federation, will continue to "be

important^ .and the common currency "between Burundi and Rwanda. There

..are also a number of o-oher arrangements of lesser importance .■

The "basic mineral resources of the sub-region tend to make the national

'economies complementary to each other. It is true that most, if not all of

the countries produce or are capable of producing similar agricultural pro

ducts. However ever-growing world commodity problems reinforce the need

for a common policy.

There is some basic infrastructure in most of the countries of the

sub-region, first of ??1 ^-■<" - ~r "its ~^ - r^r-«-1 p^mn+ir.jni ^system and. some

' specialized industrial training facilities.

Although.the sub-region has no oil and little natural gas, .it is well

endowed, with oil refineries: There is a refinery at Mombasa (Kenya) with

.a capacity of 1 million tons.per annum. There is another in Umtali.

(Southern Rhodesia) with a capacity of 600,000 tons. There are two under

construction, one. at lar-es-Selaam (Tanganyika) which will have a capacity

of 600,000 tons and the other at Assab (Ethiopia) with a capacity of

500,000 'tons and provision for ultimate expansion to"1.2 million tons.

The sub:-region has ample reserves of high quality coal in Southern Rhodesia

and also ample coal reserves in Northern Rhodesia and Tanganyika, though

less accessible and of lowsr quality. Potentially, it is well endowed with

electric power, Thexe are systems to 132 KV and above in Ethiopia, Kenya,

Tanganyika, Uganda and the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. The

Federal Power Board in Rhodesia and Nyasaland has extra HV liness the

voltage being 330 KV; this territory has more than 5,000 km of transmission

line. - 'There are1 also extensive high voltage networks in Kenya- and Ethiopia..

There is a multiple-frontier link between Uganda, Kenya and Tanganyika. In

Uganda, the Owen Falls scheme is already producing, more than immediate re

quirements, and a considerable amount of power is exported under,a -50-year

■contract to. Kenya. There are also substantial expansion schemes, in Ethiopia

and Kenya (the ieven Forks scheme will give a further 240 MW, together with

a further 130 Mw downstream).. In Rhodesia, the Kariba scheme can. eventually

be expanded to 1700 MW and in Uganda the Owen Falls scheme to 150 MW, with

further possibilities downstream.
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Victoria Falls has'a capacity of ISO ll\J, There are schemes for development

in Tanganyika, Apart from hydro schemes, there is still much thermal power

produced in the sub-region. In general rates are still rather high. In

the case o.f hydro power this is a temporary phenomenon owing to high

interest charges and heavy amortization payments. In the long run cheap

hydro .power can "be available throughout the sub-region.

The east-west links of the transport system? road and rail, -are re

latively well developed, For present purposes air transport is left out of

account,; although here again there are relatively well developed systems

and, it seems reasonable to expect that as air freight becomes cheaper,

existing airlines will respond eiieelively, tfhat is lacking is .the back

bone, a principal north-south link. The natural routing of such an artery

would be along the Rift Valley lakes, Tanganyika and Nyasa, providing cheap

channels of .communication across densely populated areas and linking eight

countries with each other ar?c. two oceans in a single chain. The principal

link would have bo be supplemented with feeder connexions. Annex III,

with supporting maps, makes seme tentative suggestions,

■Potentially there- is considerable capital available.. . It .is. difficult

to differentiate sharply between different sources, actual .or potential,

availably for induritri^l development Leaving aside for the present the

international financial institutions, there aro five main sources? overseas

governments, expatriate business established in East and Central Africa,

overseas private investment mainly European, the Asian business community

resident in different parts of East Africa, and public investment by the

governments of East and Central Africa.

Governments and private investors in bhe industrialized countries, parti

cularly the United States, the United Kingdom, France, the Federal Republic

of Germany, Japan, Italy, Israel, the USSR and some other European countries,

are showing increasing interest in Africa. Governmental funds are normally

channelled through development corporations, to some extend utilized to

support budgets and also to build infrastructures, The European Common

Market investment is virtually restricted to this last area.
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Expatriate "businessmen mainly from the former metropolitan powers

have a stake in the countries in which they live and work. They are

sensitive' to short-term political and ''economic events, real or imaginary.

They have been through a period of uncertainty in several countries

recently but there are now signs of many of them regaining confidence.

In East Africa there is a substantial Asian-community consisting

of large family concerns, middle grade enterpreneurs engaged essentially

in trade and finance and in small,scale industries, and retailers. The

large family concerns are on the whole imaginative and enterprising.

Their., members have played an important part in the development of the

countries in which they live and work. Some of them are now.nationals.

of these countries. They can be expected to play a still greater part

in the future.—' East and Central African governments normally confine

their investment to infrastructure. The only country in the sub-region where

the government wholly owns industries is Uganda, through the UDC, which

is within the sub-region a unique institution.

Promising beginnings have been made in some of the East and Central

African countries towards saying and investment, and this can be a.growing

source of capital accumulation, as incomes grow. Another form of African

capital investment is the co-operative movement, especially in the Eastern .

part of Northern Rhodesia, Tanganyika, Uganda and to some extent Rwanda.

Co-operatives are of course mainly engaged in agriculture, but are beginning

to be interested in agricultural and other small scale industries... Yet

another source is the produce marketing boards, such as coffee, cotton,

maize, meat and dairy products.

1/ However, one disadvantage is that their concerns are still in the main.

of a family type. A lead from some of the big names in floating some of

; their companies to the Public would attract much hoarded capital in East

Africa and from Europe and India.
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Throughout East and Central Africa there is plenty of unskilled

labour. In most of the countries, with the exception of densely populated

Rwanda and Burundi, it is normal policy to build housing estates equipped

with social amenities, whenever a major industry is developed in a new area.

It is general experience that African unskilled labour can be trained

quickly. Labour productivity in some industries is not much short of

that of European unskilled labour. It is higher than in the newly in

dustrialized Asian countries. There is also, in a substantial range of,

industries, limited absenteeism and low turnover. In most East and Central

African capitals and large towns, there are plenty of young people from

secondary schools who are eagerly looking for better jobs. Trained artisans

in a number of industrial branches are added to the labour force every year.

At the managerial and technical level, Europeans and Asians still have a,

virtual monopoly, and this is a serious problem for the government.

Throughout East and Central Africa there a-e' investment laws. Normally

these rules and regulations define, although in ways that differ from country

to country, pioneer or priority industries. The investment laws stipulate

that foreign capital is welcome provided there is adherence to either the

development plan or stated government policy. In some cases strategic areas

of the economy are reserved for the government. In others^ tie government

is willing to embark on a priority project on a partnership basis with a

foreign enterprise. There are certain in6entive features.in' the tax.laws

of almost all the countries in the sub-region, e.g. tax holidays,'accelerated

depreciation, favourable taxation of profits, etc. There is a basic simila

rity of approach in the legislation but differences in administration. -

There ara not yet clear and harmonized investment codes stating pre

cise economic objectives, defining remittance of foreign capital, aooele-._

rated depreciation and income tax concessions. Moreoever, although almost,

all the governments of the sub-region have made policy statements on. nationa

lization, there is not yet in some of them a clear-cut code or law which

specifies equitable and fair treatment under national law; and legal machi

nery to deal equitably with proposals and abrogate contracts unilaterally and

to nationalize enterpris.es.
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Furthermore, there is not yet a clear and satisfactory arbitration pro

cedure. However, perhaps the main problem to be- solved- is- the lack -of

harmonization of investment laws in the sub-region and still more the way

in which they are ..administered.

It is beyond the scope of this report to analyze the development

planning.system in the sub-region, and particularly its limitations,

both from the point of view of the drawing up of plans and the machinery

for their execution. Fully worked out and ambitious development plans are

in the course of preparation in most countries of the sub-region which

will--provide in more detail ■ than has been the case in the past for in

dustrial development. There is also a growing recognition of the need

not only to co-ordinate among countries industrial development policy but

development plans themselves. At the level of implementation, the primary

need is for more experienced staff. Within the context of co-ordinated

industrial development, there are a variety of instruments available; some

are likely to be more useful in one part of the sub-region than another.

Within East Africa, EAC30 is an obvious starting point, and its Ministerial

Committee.may, be expected to assume still wider functions. The industrial

licensing system, despite the strains which it has undergone recently, would

seem to Tq£ a valuable instrument. In Central Africa such an approach may■

not be appropriate. In Hast Africa there is of course a common market and

a common currency. There is a tariff and currency union between Burundi

and Rwanda- The common currency in the Rhodesias and Nyasaland will dis-.,.

appear with the dissolution of the Federation. It can be expected that

trade negotiations between Northern and Southern Rhodesia will be initiated

early in I964M

l/ It would seem right to expect free entry into Southern Rhodesia of - all-
Northern Rhodesian goods in order to encourage more rapid development,
of industry in Northern Rhodesia. Northern Rhodesia can be expected to

wish to reduce the old Federal external tariff, but in the interests of

continuing industrial co-operation between the two countries it may be

assumed that Southern Rhodesia will wish to see external tariff remain

at the present levels wherever it is selling on a significant scale in
Northern Rhodesia.

f
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The approach to Industrialization

In the foregoing paragraphs the characteristics, of the countries of

the sub-region have been reviewed briefly. These countries, like almost all

others in Africa, and indeed most under-developed countries, are faced with

a basic economic dilemma so far as industrialization is concerned. Despite

pockets of industry, the economies in the countries of the sub-region are

over-whelmingly agricultural. Apart from subsistence agriculture, there

is typically a heavy dependence on exports to unstable world markets of

primary commodities. Incomes per head are low. Large numbers are living

at the subsistence level and poverty is widespread. Although population

is increasing rapidly, the land in most countries is far from being densely

populated. Yet the annual increment in the prospective labour force is

considerable. With independence throughout the sub-region in the very near

future, there is naturally and inevitably a demand for higher standards of

living, also associated with the spread of literacy and technical training.

The crucial problem, therefore, is how to increase the pace of economic

development. Expansion of the agricultural sector., particularly in terms of

a higher output per head, is vital and will naturally raise national.incomes

and purchasing power. But it will do little to solve the employment problem,

since agricultural advance means a rapid increase in productivity of labour.

There is another problem. Commodity exports, which are the main

source of foreign exchange earning, are subject to great fluctuations in

world markets, both in the quantities which can be sold and in price levels.

There are exceptions, such as sizal and sugar, but in the longer run markets

are approaching saturation for most commodities. In general, 'the prices of

the export commodities of developing countries tend to be stable or move

downwards, while the prices of imported manufactured goods are moving up

wards .
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There is a dual- impetus1to industrialization. First, it is natural

to turn to import substitution .to save foreign exchange. Secondly., the

manufactures which can replace imports tend to be small and. medium-scale

industri&s producing in particular consumer, goods, which create, new.

employment opportunities. Some of. these industries are of appreciable size

and the income elasticities of demand for their products are generally high.

As incomes rise, people tend to spend a greater proportion of their income

on newly available consumer goods provided by such industries. But this is

not a process which continues indefinitely. One of the earliest sizeable

consumer goods industries to be established in a developing country is

textiles. Yet despite the considerable growth possibilities still to be

explored, the market for African textiles is no longer expanding rapidly,,

The nature of income elasticities of demand is such as to pu,t a.limit;.on

-the. market; opportunities for small and. medium-scale industries. l!he same

restraints:do no;fc apply to the. products of. larger scale industries.'

Inevitably, as history shows, industrial growth, pxpc.e.£ds;.from.,the,,.,,....

manufacture of consumer goods through intermediate goods to capital goods

such as machinery and equipment. This process is not pre-ordained, automatic

or continuous. Growth points are necessary, industries which themselves

stimulate the growth of other industries as users of their products. Such

a role is beyond the scope of most small and medium scale industries. It

is for this reason that the present enquiry has been largely concerned with

the establishment of large-scale modern industries, strategic for economic

development. The necessary conditions for the establishment of such industries

are discussed at the beginning of the next part of this report.

tfith certain exceptions, it has not yet been possible to make detailed

estimates of the likely growth of markets for the industries considered.

Broadly speaking, however, the now industries suggested are envisaged in

terms of the likely market foreseen in 1970 or thereabouts, assessed both

by reference to over-all growth possibilities and the prospective markets

for certain key products.
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The sub-region .ill shortly consist of tan sovereign states with

different histories and political backgrounds. The greater part of

the population is still engaged in the subsistence economy, but the

sub-region as a whole represents an increasing market for industrial .

socds. ^themore, there are pockets throughout the area-with relatively

high inco.ee, and this in turn considerably raises the market potential

of the whole sub-region. The political problems to be solved in a movement

towards the- creation of an increasingly integrated economic unit are,

of course, outside the scope of this report. The basic assumption made

iB that advantage can be taken of the fact that there is ample resource

endowment and a total population of some 60 million people tc move step

■by step towards such an economic unit, by a process of biiateral and

multilateral negotiation and mutual give and take.

By the 1970-s, the suWegion could b, well on the road to industrial

ization and sustained economic growth, a unit comparable in economxc

power to South. Africa.
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PART II

-.,:-. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS LARGE SCALE INDUSTRIES

■ In Part I of this report there is a brief sketch of the present

industrial situation in the countries of the sub-region and some

account of the prospects of development as seen by the governments

of the region and interested enterprises. In this Part, suggestions.,

are made for industrial development over the next few years within

the framework of a deliberate policy of sub-regional co-ordination.

These suggestions are made in-the light of two basic economic princi

ples: international specialization and division of labour, and the,- .

economies of scale appropriate for each industry. They are-put for

ward in the light of economic and technical- feasibility,, No assump

tions are made' concerning the kind of political arrangements .which,

may emerge between Kenya', Tanganyika and Uganda, and .at a later stage

between these countries and others in the sub-region. Clearly, ..a . ,.

"network of inter-governmental agreements is required. The essentials

point is that what is- put forward is economically and technically ,■

rational. Variations in this scheme are of course possible, but.

probably not very-many. In applying the principle of the economies

of scale,-account has been taken of the trend of technological

advanoe,-which in.some industries now makes possible economically

smaller soale production at lower capital cost than is current prac

tice in North America, Western Europe.and the USSR. But there should

be no illusions that it .is possible to produce economically at a

significantly lower scale of output than those envisaged, arid'there

fore, to install now plants in all the territories. It is impossible

to overstress the importance of a rational and fair distribution-' '

throughout the sub-region, and therefore how important it!is- that a

oountry which it is agreed should undertake one large industry to

i serve the buUc of-the sub-regional mcrket should abstain from attemp

ting to lay down another large-scale industry which it is. agreed,.

should" be" located >-^evhero:-else^ Technically ;it is of \ opuroe .

perfectly feasible for some'of the industries considered to-be

located in more than one country. Eoonomically for a
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number of industries, if two or more countries try to produce, all will

fail. As a "basis for discussion, some account is given of the techno

logical process which might "be used in the different industries. Here,

however, there is obviously room for discussion and need for further

investigation and full technical details are not given.

Iron and steel

The total consumption of steel in 1962 in the East and Central

African sub-region ^ is estimated at 1,260,000 tons, of which 560,000

tons is indirect and 700,000 tons direct. This is estimated to grow

to 2,160,000. tons in 197O> of which 810,000 is indirect and l,35O>OOO

tons direot. ^ For the purpose of estimating the market for steel in

the sub-region, it is direct consumption which is primarily relevant.

Furthermore, it is also necessary to estimate consumption by types of

2/
finished steel product. -/ It would not be economically feasible to

produce in the sub-region within the next decade the whole range of

finished steel products. Probably at least one-third of total consump

tion, particularly flat steel and heavy seotions, will continue to be

imported. .

Outside the-UAR and the Republic of South Africa, the only

integrated iron and steel works at present operating in Africa is the

Risco works at Que Que in Southern Rhodesia. This is based on local

high grade ore, limestone in the vicinity of the works and coal from.

Wankie, some 300 miles away, using conventional techniques-.

There are at present Uc G^all and one medium size blast-furnaoes.

Present capacity and production of pig iron is some 350,000 tons per

annum. The steel plant oonsists of two open-hearths and electric

furnaces. . Capacity is about 150;000 tons but at present the output

l/ These estimates are inflated by the inclusion of Congo (Leopoldville),
Angola, Mozambique, Sudan and Madagascar.

2/ For cources and met??.odc cee "The Development of the Iron and Steel

Industry in Africa" Soonomio Commission for Africa (E/CN.I4/INR/27).
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is only half this. The rolling mills produce heavy sections, channels

and rails, a variety of light sections, plate and sheet. Part of the

steel is sold in the form of special steel billets. Pig- iron costs are

among the lowest in the world and the oost of steel, (measured by billets)

is also low. Finished steel is more expensive, partly because of ■

difficulties with the design of the mills and partly because of low

throughout. The plant at present supplies all the finished steel

consumed in the Federation in the products and aizes manufactured.

S*sn© is exported to Katanga and very small quantities to the East

African market.

A substantial expansion of pig iron production -to 1,350,000 tons

is contemplated, much of it for sale on long-term contracts outside

Africa, It would be logical to expand rolling facilities into a wide

range of sections, particularly heavy sections, e.g., heavy rails,

but the expansion of the market will take timo. Furthermore, the

heavy transport costs involved \>y the long haul into the East African

market, even when the new Northern Rhodesia-Tanganyika railway is

constructed, inevitably places a limit on what can be sold.

Southern Rhodesia is also planning to move into wire rod> wire

products, including fencing, and welded tubes, provided arrangemento

can be made to obtain a substantial part of the market of the sub-

region. There would also seem to be a case for considering the

installation of a modern narrow strip arid skelp mill. There is -a

plan to produce black tin plate "by the hot dip method, using local tin.

It is also planned to build up production of ferro-ohrome to 120,000 _

tons per annum, both low and high oarbon, largely for export to the.

United States, and alsc to produce ferro—niokel (i.e. crude stainless

steel ingcts). Ferro-manganese and ferrb-siliobn seem doubtful propo

sitions for some time to come. ■' .

In the circumstances there.would seem to be a strong case for

another, though smaller, iron and steel works in the sub-region.

Northern Rhodesia has substantial reserves of high grade ore and also

coal reserves, though of much lower quality than Wankie. It would seem
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more eoonomio to concentrate on building up ^e Que during the next few

year,. Northern Rhodesia could, however, -produce steel tails, oast or

forged, white and grey iron castings, special steel castings and phosphor

bronze castings, forging*, pipas, tu.es and fittings, including oonduxts,

and wrought iron product., on the .>„!»,«* iron and steel Sported from..y

Southern Rhodesia-; : : -. •

Tanganyika also has substantial Ore reserves. One deposit,; however,.,

has 13 per cent titanium oxide, and another 6 per centy this could be .

eliminated only at very high cost. It has substantial coal, reserves but

of non-coking duality. Furthermore, there-would be serious transport

problems if a plant were envisaged to serve East Africa. .... ...... .

The natural location for an East African plant is Uganda. There.is

already a plant at Jinja with a theoretical rolling capacity of 30,000

tons, mainly reinforcing rods, and there are plans to diversify and ,

produce light section; rails and sleepers. It is based on the meltxng

of scrap in an electric furnace. However, scrap supplies are not .

adequate for any significant expansion. Uganda has high grade ore at

Kigezi, which, provided, as seems likely, sufficient tonnage is proved

- at least 10 million tons - would be a natural raw material. A feeder

line would have to be put in from the mine to the Kasese railroad.

Uganda has no coal and there is no coking coal easily accessible, but

it has potentially very large quantities of,cheap;electric power. An

appropriate process might consist of a pre-reduotion rotary kiln and a

20,000 KVA electric melting furnace. The kiln would require about 60
per cent Ore, low grade coal and local fluxes. Further study would be

required as to whether it would be more economic to convert the hot

metal into steel by another electric furnace in line, or by an LD

oxygen converter. Another possibility which should be studied xs

whether Tororo ore should also be used. There are proved reserves of

10 million tons of magnetite ore, with 65 per cent Pe and 1 per cent
phosphorus. This occurs in association with apatite, which is bexng

Bined for use in the phosphatic fertilizer plant at Torero. At present

the ore is separated in the first stage of the operation and-dumped. -
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If the Torero ore were to be used, the appropriate steel melting process

would be an LDAC converter in which powdered lime is injected to elimi

nate the phosphorous. As already indicated, further study of the

different possibilities is required, but it would seem appropriate to

envisage an initial production of the order of 200,000 tons in ingot

equivalent and producing a wide range of light products/

Fabrication of non-ferrous metals

There is every prospect of starting a seoondary copper industry in

Northern Rhodesia, probably adjacent to one of the electrolytic refi

neries suoh as that at Kitwe (Northern Rhodesia). The first stage

would be to install .ar. -^t^^.i^^ on, press to ■nroduce. wire, rods which

could then be partly exported and partly further processed for the

local market. Bronze and copper alloys oould also be produced -for-the

sub-regional market as well as copper cables, switchgear and electri-

. oal parts. - There is already a well established copper cable company

in Salisbury and scope for a second one, but no more. The. Salisbury :

company manufactures a wide range of p.v.c. covered cables and

insulated wire and is planning to move into electric motors and gene

rator winding wire* The Northern Rhodesia company should concentrate

on mining and trailing cables, lead cored cables and high tension

cables, a range more than sufficient to warrant a sebond'plant. It

should be noted that into the present territories of the Federation

are imported 700 tons per annum of copper in tube, sheet and rod form,

1,100 tons in cables and 500 tons in domestic appliances.

The minimum economic scale of output for a viable oopper fabrica

tion plant is approximately 20G,C00 tons per annum n.nd it is therefore

evident that even with the whole of the East and Central African

market -at •'■" o di.r;p.:: C of Southern and Northern Rhodesian producers,

exports markets outside Africa would have to be found- The best

immediate prospect, might be in the Far East, unless new arrangements

oan be negotiated in Europe, A capital of approximately £500,000

would be required* Copper could be purchased from the refiners at

approximately £22 per ton less than on the London metal market

(aooounted for by freight), and some of the present royalties of

approximately £20 per ton of copper exported would be saved.
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Uganda is also an efficient copper produoer. ■ However, the output

of copper is not such as to warrant further fabrication and there is

no room for two production centres in the sub-region.

In general, the prospect of further fabrication of non-ferrous '

metals in the sub-region other than copper is not at present too favou

rable. Rwanda,- Southern Rhodesia and Tanganyika are small- tin producers

but normally the tin is exported as conoentrates, since it is not econo

mical to refine tin on a small scale. There are manganese deposits in

Kenya and Southern Rhodesia. Those in Kenya are of- low grade, too low

even for the manufaoture of manganese dioxide on an economic basis.

However, it would be economic to produce manganese metal in Northern

Rhodesia for the manufaoture in the same territory.of manganese dioxide

and dry-cell batteries for the whole sub-region. This should be in

association with the manufacture of ammonium ohloride, also required to

produoe dry-cell.batteries.

Lead, sheet and pipe castings and flangings could be produced in

Northern Rhodesia. It would also be possible to exploit Northern

Rhodesia's cadmium to produce cadmium batteries and products.

There are substantial deposits of bauxite in Nyasaland and if

sulphuric aoid could be transported sufficiently cheaply from the

Copperbelt in Northern Rhodesia, alumina could be produoed and, as

sufficient cheap power becomes available, aluminium metal. However,

this is perhaps a longer-term proposition.

The engineering industries

Engineering output., is increasing and diversifying at the major

growing points throughout the sub-region. In East Africa, Nairobi is

so far in the lead but other growing points are Mombasa, Arusha, Dar

Lar-es-Salaam, and Jinja. With the gxowth cf iron and steel and ohemioal

production, coupled with the existing advantages of concentrations of

population, transport facilities (and the natural points of development

of further transport facilities) and the external economies always

associated with areas where industrialization has already started, there
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is a natural impetus to the further development of larger soale enginee

ring activities in these oentres. The s'ame is true of Salisbury, Bulawayo,

Umtali and the Copper Belt in the Central African part of the sub-region.

Produotion of machine tools oould be developed in Kenya; smaller ma-

ohine tools oould be manufactured in .Tanganyika; the manufacture of smaller

sizes, of eleotric motors and standard .eleo.tric switohgear and transformer .

equipment, the last assooiated with cable manufacturing and coating, could

be developed in Kenya; the manufacture of electrical transmission equipment

could be developed in Uganda. Lathes, saws, smaller sizes of electric

motors, standard electrical switohgear, transformer and transmission equip

ment oould be developed on an agreed basis between Southern and Northern
fihodesia.

In Kenya the existing range of simple agricultural tools manufactured

oould be widened, leading to the assembly of traotors and agricultural

maohinery, particularly harvesting equipment- In Uganda, the maintenance

workshop of the Mehta sugar mill at Lugazi is being expanded fc service

heavier mining maohinery and will incorporate a general purpose foundry :

and a furniture shop, with essentially local needs in mind. However, a

plant with its own sub-regional market might be better situated at Jinja.

Such a plant might also manufacture welded portable gas containers.. A

considerable range of agricultural implements and simple maohinery oould

bo manufactured in Southern Rhodesia and, to a lesser extent, in Northern

Rhodesia. Agricultural traotors, all but engines, oould be manufactured '

in Southern Rhodesia. Soiao specialized mining maohinery, including vibra

ting screens,- complete oonveyor assemblies (including the rollers), special
drill steels and compressed air equipment could "be manufactured in Northern

Rhodesia. Part of the plant and equipment for oil refining and nitrogenous

fertilizers, e.g., structural steel, piping and heaters, could be .manufac

tured in Southern Rhodesia. Tanganyika is establishing an assembly plant

for B.M.O. commercial vehicles which oould serve a large part of the sub-'
region. There are four motor-vehicle assembly plants in Southern Rhodesia
and one in N-orthern Rhodesia whioh should be able to serve the needs of

this part of the sub-region for a considerable time to come.

It is feasible to build up the manufacture-of bioycles in Southern

Rhodesia to an output of between 200,000 and ,300-000 a year, based on up

to 80 per cent locally made parts. The manufacture of Moyoles, mainly on
an assembly basis, could be developed in other parts of the sub-region,

e.g., Tanganyika and Uganda, perhaps based to some extent on parts made :

in Southern Rhodesia,, . :
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Motor-vehicle tyres are manufactured in Southern Rhodesia and serve

the western part of the sub-region. Another plant might be set up in

Tanganyika.

There is a good case for setting up a plant for the manufacture

of railway rolling stock, particularly since much of the rolling stock

Df the East African railway system comes up for renewal within the next

few years. Dar-es-Salaam would be a logical centre, leaving the main

railway repair shop in Kenya. Another plant concentrating on the

simpler rolling stock for freight might be established in Northern

Hhodesia, producing inter alia ore cars and oabooses. In addition,

points, crossings and steel frogs for railways oould also be produoed

in Northern Rhodesia. . .

Refrigerators and washing machines, including compressors and

electric motors up to 5 HP, oould be concentrated in Kenya and

Southern Rhodesia.

Tanganyika id putting down a razor-blade factory which again must,

if it is to be viable, serve the whole sub-region.

The new Chandaria aluminium rolling mill is designed to export to

associated plants in Nyasaland, Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia,

Northern Rhodesia and the Congo (Leopoldville), where further processing

will be oarried out, mainly for the manufacture of aluminium hollow ware.

Chemicals

In the long run there are immense possibilities of developing-

chemical industries and chemical complexes in the sub-region. It is

particularly essential in this industrial area to establish an economi

cally rational programme covering the whole sub-region, on whioh atten

tion should be concentrated over the next few years. In this field in

particular there is real scope for exploring links between one country

and another whereby the products of one industry feed the next in the

chain, and more exploratory work is required before final answers can

be obtained. Among the basio industries envisaged are* coal distilla

tion, leading in the first instance to coal tar, dyes, phannaceutioals
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and eventually plastics? soda ash, sodium sulphate, sodium silicate,

caustic soda; acetone, acetic acid and -ethancl, "by wood distillation^

sodium, calcium and aluminium fluoride, fluro carbons 5 aloohol from

the fermentation of molasses, both for admixture with petrol as a

motor.fuel, and for potable spirits? sulphuric acid. Production of

fertilizers (nitrogen, ph-phate and potash), although obviously

linked with the development of chemical industries, is discussed in

the next section.

There is scope for a ooal distillation industry in Tanganyika.

There are some 400 million tons of high volatile bituminous ooal at

Ruhuhu, in the Southern highlands of Tanganyika. As already pointed

'out, this is not of coking quality. . Furthermore, the market for '

ooal as ooal, having regard to transport considerations, is not pro

mising, -The coal should be gasified and used as the basis for a

Steadily expanding ohemical complex.

What can be envisaged is a ooal distillation industry on the

spot, working up to the use of 500,000 tons per annum. The sequence

•would be coal far, ■ leading in the first instance to drugs, dyes and

Pharmaceuticals, and at a later stage, to plastics. The whole scheme

is an ambitious one and should be thoroughly studied. Both the

further studies and the working up of the successive production

stages deserve the support of the entire .sub-region, and there would

not.be scope for another such industry for some time to come. A

by-product would be clinker, which could be used to make concrete

building blocks and road-making material.

- ■ Another chemical possibility in Tanganyika, though perhaps hot

an immediate one, is the manufacture of furfuraldehyde (furfural).

This is used to manufacture a variety of hard and durable plastibe

. wherever a dark colour can be tolerated. The raw materials are

agricultural residues such as groundnut shells, rice husks,, com-,

cobs, bagasse and,coconut husks, which are plentiful in Tanganyika.

.The raw material is treated with acid and the furfural is steamed out,
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Large quantities of steam are required and careful control is necessary.

To "be useful, 'an industry of this kind would have to-have its -outlets

throughout the sub-region.

A major industry already installed in Kenya is soda ash, owned

by the Magadi Soda Company, a subsidiary of ICI. Hitherto soda ash

has been, sold mainly to South Africa and it now seems likely that mar

kets outside Africa will have to be found as well as a large share of

the sub-regional market. A new outlet has already been found in Israel.

The ex-works price must be less than the world market price by at least

the shipping freight to Mombasa, and the rail freight to Magadi, which

may be as muoh as 50'per cent. There is therefore a real oos* advantage

in consumption near the site, which is an impetus to such industries

as pulp for paper and soap. The next step is the manufacture of caustic

soda, the cost of transport of which is less than soda ash, e,ven allow

ing for the need for packing in steel drums and payment of "dangerous

chemicals" rates by rail and ship.

Given that soda ash is already being supplied in Kenya and given

other advantages, this is the natural area for development of the.soda

industry!and also'for production of caustic soda. To.be economic,

caustic soda has to "be produced at the rate of about 10,000 tons per

annum. Kenya would appear to be the natural location for such a plant

serving the whole sub-region*

■ It is true t>at there are also large reserves of soda salts in

Lake Natron in Tanganyika. However, having regard to market outlets

and communications, Kenya is better placed for this industry than

Tanganyika, and there is not room for some time to come for production

in. both oountries.

■ There is also..scope for anotbsr soda ash industry; leading to

caustic, soda, in,the western part of the sub-region. In Northern and

Southern Rhodesia., and Nyasalaud; imports of caustic soda amount to

nearly .4,000 tons a year and a doubling or trebling of this figure by

the end of the decade can be envisaged. There are sodium chloride

deposits in Bechuanaland and it would be well worthwhile exploring the
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setting up of this industry in Horthern Rhodesia. It would also be

appropriate' to produce hydro-chloric acid. Installations of these

branches of the chemical industry in Horthern .Rhodesia and Kenya on the

minimum economic scale would fully take care of the expanding n,eds -of

the entire sub-region for a considerable number of years to come. It

should also be pointed out that manufacture of caustic soda by hydro

lysis produces almost the equivalent-tonnage of chlorine as a co-product.

Apart from hydro-chloric acid, this means that there is also scope for

manufacturing other products which would find a steadily growing market

in the sub-region, such as polyvinal chloride, phenolios, DOT, bleachxng

agents, glues.

A significant quantity of sodium fluoride is associated with the

soda ash in the Lake Magadi deposits in Kenya. There is a considerable

world demand for fluorine for refrigerators, plastics, cement water

.proofing..** in medicine. It may well be worthwhile separating sodium

fluoride on a commercial basis. —

There is already an industry in Kenya carbonising over.1Q,000 tons

of wood for charcoal. At present there is no recovery.of by-products,

but there is a potential market for thousands of tons of wood distillate.

Kenya is the natural centre in the area for the development of forest

resources and industries based thereon. Farther study is required but

potentially production could be envisaged for the markets of the sub-

region of acetone, acetic acid and methanol. If, as is suggested,

Kenya is to be the development point for this type of chemical complex,

it would not be economic to envisage similar development elsewhere in

the sub-region.

1/ See "Geology of the Magadi Area", Geological Repor«To. 42,
U B. H. Baker, Commissioner for Mines.and Geology in Kenya.
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There is real scope for the development of aloohol in East Africa

from molasses. The sugar industry of Uganda at present, discharges some

50,000 tons per annum of molasses into the drains. The Uganda Sugar

Company already ferments part of its molasses and'sells the distilled

product to pharmacies, hardware stores and manufacturers of potable : .,

liquor. There is scope for development of the manufacture of gin,

vodka and other spirits. It would be possible to substitute aloohol

manufactured from molasses for 15 to 20 per cent of the petrol-used as

motor fuel. It is understood that legislation will shortly be passed

in Uganda to make this compulsory. This is a practice already followed

in a number of highly industrialized countries. ' It can be blended to

the extent of 50 per cent or more with domestic kerosene for lighting

and heating. The by-products of the fermenting of molasses can be

used instead of citric acid for the manufacture of non-alcoholic drinks,

Gl/cerine can also be produoed by fermentation of molasses and might

be used by the explosive industry to be developed in Northern Rhodesia.

Since the prospects opened up by the fermentation of molasses are

widespread, potential demand large and the economic scale of output

relatively low, there are similar possibilities elsewhere in the sub-

rogion, for example in Northern Rhodesia and Tanganyika. Nontheless,

a oo-ordinated policy throughout the sub-region is desirable.

Sulphuric aoid can be manufactured economically on a relatively

small scale, 8,000 to 10,000 tons per annum. The smelter of the

Kilembe copper mines at Jinja (Uganda) turns out 65,000 tons of concen

trates per annum, at 32 per cent of sulphur. This represents nearly

21,000 tons of sulphur or the equivalent of 63,000 tons of' sulphuric

acid. The sulphuric aoid is turned out in the converters and is

recoverable. The Tororo phosphate fertilizer plant, if built up along

the lines suggested, will be an increasingly large austomer. There

are other ready markets, e.g. textile finishing at Jinja, especially

khaki cloth, ^ manufacture of epsom salts,-salt cake and eventually

1/ In oompetition with other bleaching agents such as hydroohlorio aoid.
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hydro.ohlorio acid and chlorine and, depending on what other plants are

put up in the sub^region,. pickling black plate and wire, and in

petroleum refineries at Dar-es-Salaam and Mombasa. In Kenya the iron

pyrites at Bukura near the shore of Lake Victoria was used to manufao- ;

ture sulphuric aoid in Nairobi during the second world war. Produotion

was subsequently discontinued, since the product was not competitive

in peace-time conditions. As pointed out already, sulphuric acid is

likely to be in growing demand and can be manufactured relatively

easily. It may be worthwhile, therefore, investigating further possi-1

bilities of produotion in Kenya," There are also possibilities based

on gypsum, which can be calcined with silioaceous clay to a high'grade: ^

of pbrtland oemeht and"sulphuric acid. "■ ■ .

Sulphuric aciO. is &lso produoed and can be built up" further in. ' "

both Southern and Northern Rhodesia, with a similar chain of possibili

ties.

The- refined products produced.by the oil refineries in. the sub-

region can lead to the production of elemental sulphur. For example,

carbon disulphide and eventually sulphide pulp and rayon can be

envisaged in Southern Rhodesia, and sodium and potassium xanthate in

Northern Rhodesia.

Fertilizers ■■ .■ ■ . . . .

In Uganda the Torofo Industrial Chemical and Fertilizer Company

is at present manufacturing single super-phosphate from the apatite

deposit.at, Sukulu, .nearby. There are ample deposits of high grade

phosphate rook and there should be scope for substantial exports outside

.Africa; production oouXd be built up to as much as 400,000 tons per

annum. =* The plant also produces sulphuric aoid at 98 per cent from

imported elemental sulphur for use in processing and for other purposes.

Hitherto triple superb-phosphate, has not been produced owing to high

cost and technical problems. One of the advantages of triple, super

phosphate -is,saving, of freight, and its. production is warranted when

l/ Reference has been made earlier to the possible exploitation of

the magnetite ore which is associated with the phosphate rook*
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the market is large. Thus a triple superphosphate "plant would normally

operate at a minimum soale of output of 25,000 tons of aoid (35 per oent

P 0 ) and the initial capital would appear to be of the order of
2 5 ■■'■■■ ■■'■■' ■ ■
£1,750,000 for the whole complex.

The Bast African market alone has been estimated.at potentially

80,000 tons-by..about 1970 and much of it in Kenya.**, Since there is a
demand for triple.super-phosphate, it wouid seem right to envisage

manufacturing this product as well as single phosphate. Ultimately,

meta phosphoric acid, which, contains nearly 90 per. cent; F^ might be .

envisaged. ;■ . -■ - . ' - ■ ■ ■ - ■ , .

TOxere is a phosphatic fertilizer plant with a capacityof 100,000

*,ons P 0.- in Southern Rhodesia capable of supplying the^fcole. market

©f this Luntry, Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland,.. which will be based ^
progressively on domestic phosphate rock deposits. This plant should_

be expanded to meet growing needs. Given the importance of the econo

mies of scale in this industry, however, it would be unwise to envisage

m*re than two phosphate plans (Southern Rhodesia and Uganda) before

A major plant producing potassium chloride will start operations

in Ethiopia early in 1964, with an ultimate capacity of 300,000 tons

a year. This is aiming at overseas markets. However, it is also-

intended to produce potassium sulphate, which should serve the whole

East African market and no doubt also markets to the- North.

Given the distance to Central Africa, it would als6, however,

appear reasonable to envisage the production of potassium sulphate in

Horthem Rhodesia, based on potassium chloride deposits from Bechuanaland.

1/ It has not been proved possible to obtain systematic estimates of
17 the likely growth of demand by 1970S* fertilisers of all types

and the balance between, tham. Suoh estimates are urgently, needed
^forederinite production plans for the whole sub-regxon can bo

drawn up.
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For the production of nitrogenous fertilizers economies of scale

are important. Plans have "been worked out and have indeed been hanging

. fire for some time to install a plant producing ammonium nitrate at

Livingstone (Northern Rhodesia), "baaed on the gasification of coal from

Wankie (Southern Rhodesia) and low-oost power from the Third Gorge at.

Victoria Falls.—' It has been estimated that ammonium nitrate oould be

produoed for sale at less than £55 pe? ton nitrogen F.O.R. Livingstone,

only slightly more than half the price of the imported product. This

factory would serve the two Rhodesias, the southern half of the Congo

and part of East Africa, A large part of the market would be in

Southern Rhodesia and a firm agreement to supply fertilizers for the

whole of this market would be necessary and is envisaged. An initial

capacity of 30,000 tons of nitrogen is contemplated, the minimum

ebonomio scale- of operation. However, if allowance is made for expan

sion of demand in the territories immediately in view and supply to

other markets in the sub-region, it would seem that rapid expansion

will soon be neoessary.

Low-oost ammonium nitrate for blasting would benefit the mining

industry by lowering costs. Low-cost ammonia and nitric acid would

open up the way for the manufacture of a large number of chemicals,

in addition to fertilizers and explosives, e.g., potassium nitrate for

blasting fuses and fertilizer, sodium cyanide for extraction of

minerals, and hydro—cyanic acid for aorylonitrile and acrylatees,

ammonium chloride for dry-cell batteries, and methanol for formaldehyde

and synthetic resins.

There is no room for a further nitrate oomplex in the sub-region

in the near future.

l/ There-are alternative possibilities but this is clearly the raosrt
- economical .-:proach. . . ■
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Pulp and paper

The. present demand for pulp and. paper in the East and Central African

regions is estimated at 40,000 tons—' and is expected to rise to about

75>OOO tons by 1970. Present demand can be broken down by countries as

follows (all in thousand tons):

Kenya ■ 15-8

Tanganyika 4.2

Uganda 3.5

Southern Rhodesia'12,0

Northern Rhodesia 4.0

Kyasaland 1,0

Figures are not available for Burundi, Rwanda and Somalia, but demand is

very small. Demand in the three East African countries is expected to

rise to 44*000 tons and the bulk of the remaining increase would be in

Northern and Southern Rhodesia.

In East Africa the most appropriate site would appear to be the

Broderick Falls in Kenya, which has cheap timber and access to potentially

oheap power, in the first instance from Uganda and ultimately from its

own resources. It can draw on eucalyptus, cypress, firs and other timber

for ground wood pulp, and bamboo and pine for chemical pulp. Pulp and

paper manufacture is an integrated operation and it would be economic,

therefore, for Kenya to concentrate on kraft, wrapping paper and newsprint,

Uganda could concentrate on paper bags, probably at Jinja, and Tanganyika

could work up to the production of writing, good quality and specialist

paper.-7

The Kenya project at Broderick Falls is based oh an output of 23?OOO

tons, at a capital cost of £4.5 million. It is intended to serve the whole

of East Africa. It would seem appropriate to envisage a considerably larger

plant, since by the time it is in operation, demand is likely to be- nearly

twice as large as its capacity.

l/ Excluding Ethiopia.

2/ Tanganyika is considering the setting up of a plant to manufacture
pulp only for export outside Africa, based partly on bamboo.
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, An appropriate, location for a second major plant in the sub-region

would be either northern or Southern Rhodesia.—' Assuming that a plant

with a capacity of 40,000 tons is built in Kenya, there would be scope

for a plant almost as large in one of the Rhodesias, and in view of the

need to gxve preference wherever possible to Northern Rhodesia, serious

consideration might be given to this country as the location. Mechanical

pulp can be produced in either Northern or Southern Rhodesia, The n§xt

step could be chemical pulp, i.e. sulphate pulp from soft wood, ,wattle

and possibly bagasse, for the manufacture of kraft paper, writing paper,

oardboard and paper bags. A further step would be bleached sulphate pulp,

assuming the availability of sodium sulphate and chlorine for printing

and writing paper, A still further stage would be sulphite pulp, leading

to high quality papers. If magnesium sulphite or ammonium sulphite vere

used, there would be a possibility of a tanning industry based on mono-

sulphite liquors. Further detailed investigation is required both of

the raw materials for the manufacture of pulp and the appropriate chain

of chemical processes.

2/
r^

In Ethiopia cane sugar is grown. There are two white, sugar factories,

;witii an annual output of about 50,000 tons each. A third factory is ex

pected to start operation in 1966. In.Somalia there is a sugar factory

with an.output of 25,000 tons per annum and a second plant is planned with

a capacity of between 30,000 and 50»00° "tons per annum. In Kenya one

factory is planned with an output of 90,000 tons of white sugar per annum

and another with an output of 50,000 tons. This is in addition to -two

small factories already in operation with a combined production of between

30,000 and 40,000 tons per annum. In Tanganyika there is a factory with

l/ A large scale project is under examination in Nyasaland and a report
thereon is not yet available. Export markets outside the sub-region

seem to be in view. There are obvious transport problems, both to

supply the raw materials and export pulp and paper.

2/ ^Tt may be convenient to transfer sugar to Part III in the final
version of this report^/.
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a capacity of 22,000 tons, and a second is planned. In Nyasaland, a fac

tory is planned with an output of 40,000 tons, starting operations in 1968.

In Northern Rhodesia there is no sugar factory but a refinery with an

annual capacity of 20,000 tons of refined sugar. A brown sugar factory

is planned, the sugar to be refined in the existing refinery. In Southern

Rhodesia "there are three sugar factories and two refineries. Present

capacity Is' only 25,000 tons per annum but plans are in hand to raise

this to 265,000 tons. . .

The background against which the plans of the sub-region should be

assessed is the present fortunes of the large world producers. Sugar

from Cuba is consumed largely by the USSR. Production in Java has fallen

■fco the point that exports have disappeared. African consumption will

continue to increase with the rise in per capita income. The cost of

production of oane sugar is about one-third to one-fourth that of beet

sugar, the latter being normally heavily protected. This means that there

are good prospects for expansion in world markets of cane sugar. Present

prioes are high and could fall without cutting too seriously into profits.

The conclusion is that, taking into account growing African'consump

tion and world market prospects, there is a strong case for further expan

sion of sugar production in the East and Central African region, bearing

in mind that the foreign exchange earnings derived from 50,000 tons per

annum, a reasonable economic size for a factory, is between £3 and £4

million per annum. ■ , ■

Cement

There are nine cement plants in the sub-region: two in Kenya, one

in Uganda, one in Burundi, one in Northern Rhodesia, three in Southern

Rhodesia, one in Kyasaland. There are two under construction, one in

Tanganyika and one in Ethiopia. These plants are, of varying capacities

and most of them are working well below capacity. Moreover, those under

construction will have a capacity higher than the national market of the

countries concerned. The demand for cement can be expected, to grow

steadily throughout the sub-region, but it is evident that caution should

be exercised before still more plan+s are installed.
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As a first approximation, the current textile market in the ten

countries of the sub-region can be assessed at 717 million square:yards,

inclusive of cloth, clothing, hosiery and blankets. Some 493 million

yards (70 per cent of the market) are;accounted for by cotton at present,

in contrast to a 97 per cent share in 1949* Rayon, the next fibre group

in terms of importance, accounts for over 28 per cent of the market, with

202 million yards. Wool and-synthetics, taken together, add up to less

than 25 million yards, or about 1.5 per cent.

In country-wise terms, both in relation to per capita levels and

aggregate markets, the breakdown of demand is broadly as follows (in

million square yards):

Country Total Market Cotton Rayon Wool Synthetics

Ethiopia 145 115 25 5

Somalia 17 17 - - -

Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika " 310 220 8.3 5 2

Burundi and Rwanda 35 ■ 31 . . 4 - -

For-tiiern Rhodesia, Southern

Rhodesia and Nyasaland 210 110 90 5 5

The spectrum of per capita levels of cloth consumption indicates

three broad groups: Somalia, Ethiopia, Burundi and, Rwanda have levels

ranging from less than six yards per year up to seven yards; Kenya, Uganda,

Tanganyika (treated collectively) and Hyasaland range between twelve and

thirteen yards■*, and finally, the two Rhodesias might be placed around

-twenty-six yardsc :

l/: As will be shown in this section, there is scope for considerable

development of a wide variety of textiles throughout the sub-region,

with possibilities of one kind or another in all countries. Since

textile production is established throughout the sub-region, develop

ment prospects and the proposals made have to be assessed in the

light of what already exists. Contrary, therefore, to other indus

tries, it has been necessary to give a fairly full account of the

present-position as a background for further expansion.
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Six major changes have been at work in the textile situation though

in vastly varying degrees from one country ,to another. Very, briefly, they

are:" : i;: . ■'■ ■■■ ' . ■ - ■ ■ .-.■.. ■:--■. . - - ■■ ■•,: : ; ■

(i) the emergence of rayon as' a major fibre in the Eaeii and

Central African textile markets;

. ... . (ii) the growing share of knitwear;

(iii) the shift.to ready-made clothing has become sizeable, in

all markets other than Somalia, and to a smaller extent

Ethiopia; .

(iv) the market in greys has shrunk to a.fraction of its previous

size; ■■■ ■ :

.. (v) there has been a positive up-grading in the quality (and

therefore, price per yard) of cloth demanded by the.consumer

which, among other factors, has tended to inhibit the

quantitative response to income increases; and

(vi) partly allied to the former, there has been a shift in

favour of lighter fabrics,1 often accompanied by mixed fab

rics, made from more than one basic raw material.

Production of textiles was confined in 1949 to small, isolated plants.

At present, Ethiopia, Southern Rhodesia, Uganda and Tanganyika, in that

broad order, have built up sizeable textile industries? most of the other

countries, with the exception of Rwanda and Somalia, have at leasf one

' or two well-organized ready-made garment plants. In Ethiopia, -Several

vertically integrated cotton textile plants have come into existence, and

plans are afoot to put up a staple fibre plant producing 15 to 20,.tons

a day. A rayon-weaving plant is also projected. In Southern Rhodesia,

•the industry has taken several forms:, clothing (150 factories with a

gross output in excess of £11 million); two spinning mills; four canvas

and towel factories; five blanket manufacturing plants; four weaving plants

working on drills, denims, calicoes, etc.; several knitting factories with

an annual output of over 25 million square yards; five finishing factories,

and a few independent doublers. In Uganda, one vertically integrated
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cotton spinning, weaving and finishing unit produces at present around

34 million yards of cloth. In Tanganyika, three cotton-weaving plants

are supplemented by two rayon-weaving plants and a few knitting factories.

Kenya has a few knitting factories, one of which also spins staple fibre

yarn, and some production of woven"rayon fabrics. Some clothing factories

exist in both Kenya and Tanganyika, but'most of these are very small.

Larger clothing factories are also to be found in Burundi and Nyasaland.

Blanket-making factories are found in half-a-dozen countries, including

Burundi and Nyasr.land.

At present the growth of the textile-industries-- with the signifi

cant exception of import—based clothing industries — has- been primarily

directed to the mass—end of the- demand," and in several countries, parti

cularly Ethiopia"and Uganda, local'-industries have taken up the bulk of

the demand in -the- sector * As. a,natural...consequence of growth and of the

shifts in demand patterns mentioned earlier, .textile industries will now

be. entering the phase of producing finer fabrics, lighter fabrics and more'

complexly finished fabrics, but it needs to be borne in mind that local

production is as yet a small part of the market. Thus, production of

cloth in East and Central Africa, of all kinds of fabrics (including

knitwear) does" ivvi; at present exceed 190 million yards, or approximately

27 per cent of the total market in 1963c

Major expansions are under way in several countries and in more

textile fields. The proposal in Ethiopia to put up a staple fibre plant . ■

may involve an investment of around TTS~$15'millioru In "Somalia, the first-

Development Plan postulates a -textile mill in co-operation with the Federal

Republic of Germany. In'Ttenya, Uganda and "Tanganyika", some-134 mill-ion-- ■

yards of production capacity have already been licensed, and further

applications are pending*, Uo significant developments have so far emerged,

however, in Burundi, Hyasaland, Rwanda and Northern Rhodesia,

In one sense, th.3 present gap betweenthe levels of "home" produce

tion and the sise of demand - 540 million yards - indicates the immediate

scope for growth, actually for a near-tripling of the current output. In

another sense, it is clear that the total East and Central African market,
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provided incomes continue to improve, will explode into .a.larger .dimen-

sion over the.next twelve..years. .It should be remembered that almost half

the number.of .people in the,region today have seven yards and less ger

capita* a< level at'which;income increases can b.e expected to have more _

than proportionate- reflection'in.p_er_^ap_ita-yardages. . When combined with

the natural increases of population, this could imply, purely as an order,

of magnitude, a jump.in the size of the market from 717 million yards to

1,260 million yards. Even more tentatively, a breakdown of country-wise

markets might be attempted, as follows: , .

Country

Bough; Extrapolations of the Textile Market

Population . Current Approximate Total market

' in 1975
(33.3$ above I962)

per capita

consumption

per capita

level ^-1975

1975
(2 -x-i

Somalia )
Ethiopia )
Burundi and)

Rwanda )

Nyasaland

Northern

Rhodesia

Southern

Rhodesia

Kenya, Uganda )
and Tanganyika )

40 mn.

4 mn.

3.3 mn.

3.2 mn.

36 mn.

less than 6 yds.

6.

7-

13

■ 26

26

■ 12

,5 y^.

,0 yds.

yds.

yds.

yds.

yds.

)
) 10

' 16

30

30

15

yds.

yds.

yds.

yds.

yds.

400

64

. -99-

156

.540

mn.

yds.

■ yds-*

yds.

yds.

Regional total

or Average . .
• •5 mn--' 11,3 yds. 14.2 yds. 1*259

■ ,In terms of the immediate scope available for import substitution

and in view of the.demonstrated record of textile growth over the last

fifteen years, the opportunities for further growth are schematically

reviewed in the following chart:
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Branch of

textile

industries . .

Clothing factories

Knitting

Blanket

Narrow .fabrics,.

Fish nets

Spinning, (cotton)

Heaving (cotton)

Finishing (cotton/
rayon)

Weaving (rayon)

Production of rayon

staple

Production of rayon

filament yarn

_,, . . Burundi
Ethiopia Rwanda

X

x ,. ■

X

X

X:

X X

X X

x x

X '

X .

a.enya

Uganda

Tanganyika

x ,

x

X

X

X- ..

X

X

X

X

Northern

Rhodesia

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

rjyasaid,ni

X

.X

x ;'

x

Southern

Rhodesia

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Roma 1 t. 3KJ\JUia' -U -i. CiJ

X

X

X

X

. The multiplicity of positive x's against some of the countries is

a-reflection of the larger size of the market therein and also of the

fact that minimum economic size.is frequently small (although.the unavoid

able use of relatively high-paid expatriate staff, will call for a larger

minimum size ^than prevalent in .countries like India),

A co-ordinated sub-regional approach in the case of textiles is

obviously necessary in the case of the capital-intensive production of

rayon-staple and of rayon filament yarn. Thus there is considerable sav

ing of initial investment per ton of capacity if.the plant size is bigger.

While the saving in current costs of production is not a very important

consideration, the burdens of expatriate salaries and wages, both of which

are bound' to be large for. many years in an industry like this one, are

probably better spread over the output of a bigger plant. The ourrent

demand for rayon, in either form, comes to 202 million yards, i.e., some

where between 20,000 and 25,000 tons. The demand has of course to be

broken down into acetate, viscose and cupramonium and further into staple
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and filament, and still further into denier- groups. This has to be a -

detailed assessment,- "but nonetheless-it ifr-clea* tha.t. there is room for..;. ._

at least two plants of 25 tons per day (350 working days in the year),

and possibly three plants. Tentative suggestions for these locations -

apart from Ethiopia - are Southern Rhodesia and, in the event of a third-

plant being deemed feasible, one of the three countries of the East African

common market, perhaps Tanganyika,

The heterogeneity of the textile markets implies virtual incapacity

to specialize in every product in every branch of the industry, even in

the present common market in East Africa. This applies, in particular,. .

to the production of the highest ^lities of fabrics on the one., hand, ...

and to the roller-printing industry on the other. The runsL on..the latter .

would be too big for many an individual market, and shorter runs would :.. -

be cost—raising. .. ■-,."■

In^oonclusion," it will be" seen that a well-dbnceived Textile -de-relop- -

merit programme will have to go considerably beyond spinning and weaving

of cotton textiles; cognizance has to be'taken of the possibilities in

other fibres - rayon, wool and synthetics - at both the yarn-making and

weaving ends. To a large extent, this might have to be connected with

either growing the :mng«of cottons needed specifically for the textile

industries and'looking closely into' the feasibility of either a rayon-

gxade wood pulp plant"or a plant based on Hater pulp. The reaching back

at the raw material end will have its counterpart, in the dynamic context

of the changes in East and Central African textile markets, in the post-

weaving state as garment-making turns textile mills increasingly into

producers of intermediate materials for other, subsequent producers, rather

than manufacturers of goods directly sold to the consumer. . . ,j.

■ It is not* possible to work out detailed estimates of investment needed

by each branch of tlw textile industry; indeed, the picture itself is in

complete. But judging broadly by the "fabric-equivalent yardage" and^

applying there to the investment requirements experienced at present in

East and Central Africa,' the investment iri fixed capital (land, buildings,

plant and machinery) would have to amount to US 1300 million. If some
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of the most capital-intensive nethols of textil^ production, primarily

evolved to match th'e higfr-Vage-levels, in Europe ;;and. the:-United States,

are utilized - and they laave been used, more or les?. in several factories

in East and Central Africa -- capital requirements could rise perhaps to

US $500 to 600 million.' On tl\e other hand, if machine:?:' patterns and

methods of operation hroadly similar io those used in Japan, Pakistan,

India ar,3. :ionkong could Ve utilised, r«qu:irements of fixed capital-'could

"be as low as US j?200'mxllionV As things c+and now3 African textile

industries seen to do adopting methods almost all along the speetrum.
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PART III

... , IKDUSTRIAL. DEVELOPMENT: SMALL AIO) MEDIUM SCALE MDUSTRIES

/ has not proved possible in the time available to include this

part in the provisional report. In the final report there will be an

account of the possibilities of developing small and medium scale indus

tries, under three basic headings: food processing, timber manufactures

(other than pulp and paper) and miscellaneous small scale and handicraft

industries not already covered. There will be a brief account of what

already exists, a discussion of development prospects, and an indioa-

tion where appropriate of exports prospects within Africa and overseas.

The underlying principle throughout is to show the scope for import sub

stitution and up-grading of exports_/.
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■■■•■•■'■ ■ PART IV

■ ~ SOME.GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The essence of this report is to be found inPart.II, which.propounds

an outline of a scheme for industrial development for the sub-region, on

a co-ordinated basis. In this final part some general considerations or

conclusions are set out. Many of them have wider implications, and a

full discussion would be beyond the scope of the present report,

1. There is danger of duplication of investment, which is particularly

wasteful when domestic capital or public foreign aid is involved. Pro

motion of competition is desirable,"but for some time to come the primary

consideration is efficient utilization of scarce investment funds of all

kinds.-

2- ' Real industrial growth depends primarily on stimulating activity

at a number of key growth points. This means the installing now of modern

industries strategic for economic development, with their growth effects.

3. It has been shown that such industries are mainly large scale with

a minimum size which, although smaller than is the case in the industrial

ized countries, is still considerable and beyond the scope of existing

or immediately foreseeable national markets. Hence there, is an imperative

case for sub-regional co-ordination of industrial development,

4. The main proposals put forward need be referred to here only briefly:

the building-up of the integrated iron and steel plant in Southern Rhodesi.

supplemented by a relatively small integrated iron and steel plant in

Uganda; the "development of copper manufactures in Northern Rhodesia; pro

duction of phosphatic fertilizers in Southern Rhodesia and Uganda, nitro

genous fertilizers in-Northern Rhodesia, potassium sulphate in Ethiopia;

development of a coal distillation chemical 'complex in Tanganyika;'Pro

duction of sulphuric acid in Uganda, Northern and Southern Rhodesia;

production of acetone, acetic acid and methane from wood distillation in

Kenya; production of alcohol by fermentation of molasses in several coun

tries; production of pulp and paper in Kenya and Northern or Southern

Rhodesia; the carefully co-ordinated development of engineering industries
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around key growth centres: Jinja, Nairobi, Mombasa, Arusha, Dar-es-Salaam,

Asmara, Salisbury, Bulawayo, Umtali, Ndola and the Copperbelt; and co

ordinated development of textiles and clothing throughout the sub-region.

5# The implementation of this programme requires development of road,

rail and'lake transport facilities, including a new east-west link in the

form of a railway from Northern Rhodesia to Dar-es-Salaam and new north-

south links, road and rail. It also requires a-co-ordinated energy develop

ment policy, particularly electric power.

6, Given this industrial programme and the related transport development,

the direction of expansion of trade follows logically and is indeed the

counterpart of the whole exercise. There:is already a common market in

the three East African territories and the movement towards the expansion

of this common market must follow. The development of each sub-regional

industry requires precise agreements between the countries concerned for

free- trade in the appropriate products and a common external tariff. Even

tually, however, success depends on the simultaneous negotiation of a

series of such agreements-^

7. There is undoubtedly a real desire on the part of all the governments

of the sub-region to tackle industrial development along the lines suggested,

and a realization? indeed, that without such an approach real industrial

development is impossible. At the same time, it would be foolish to under

estimate the problems which have to be solved. There is a natural tendency

within a common market for development to be fastest at the most developed

points and for the poorer areas to stagnate or at best grow'slowly. : One

natural reaction is for the poorer countries to try to set up new indus

tries even though the market is too limited and the sub-region"as a whole

1/ The arrangements envisaged are essentially along the lines of J. Ilett:
"Designated Product Common Markets", East African Economics Review,

December 1962, Vol. IX, No.2,
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already adequately supplied by existing plants. The strains set up are

bound to be disruptive of the common market itself .-i/ The basic assump

tion underlying the proposals in this report is that there should'be no

interference in the industries which already exist even though there is,

as in the case of cement, excess capacity in the sub-region as a whole.

The same problem arises in the setting up of new industries and expansion

of existing industries. Thus detailed working out of the whole plan must

mean a conscious and sustained effort to push industrialization wherever

reasonably economic in the poorer countries of the sub-region, particularly

Burundi, Ethiopia, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Rwanda, Somalia and

Tanganyika. It will be evident that in the "poorer" countries in this group

there are few or no immediate opportunities for "sub-regional" industries

and that therefore the kind of industrialization required is essentially

smaller scale industries to serve domestic markets.

8. Throughout most countries in the sub-region there are mixed economies.

Everywhere it is public policy and there is clearly scope for a combina

tion of government and private enterprises including foreign enterprises.

There is much to be done to develop appropriate government policies and

above all the co-ordination of such policies. Throughout the sub-region,

economic planning, both the drawing up of over-all development plans and

their execution, is in its infancy. In East Africa in the industrial field

there are already more than the elements of machinery for inter-governmental

consultation. There have been strains on the established system of industrial

licensing, where this instrument,is clearly a orucial one. Again, in East

Africa there is the framework of a common incentive policy in the spheres

of tariffs and the execution.of tariff policy ; fiscal policy, and indus

trial legislation. Yet there is still more shopping around by foreign

investors for special concessions than seems desirable. More could be

done to harmonize policies in detail and the expectation is that as a

1/ This whole process is analyzed in detail with particular reference ■
to East Africa.by Peter ■Newman in a paper presented to the Second . . .. ■
Conference on Economic Policy sponsored by the University of East
Africa, held in Nairobi from 24 to 30 Kovember 1963, entitled "Customs
Union and Co-ordinated Planning in East Africa".
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co-ordinated policy of industrial development proceeds throughout the sub-

region, efforts will "be made to "build upon and adapt what already exists

in East Africa to the whole area,

9«- Capital is scarce, yet the real bottleneck is really well worked out

investment projects, and this means particularly projects of sub-regional

interest* Moreover, foreign financial participation in the larger scale

projects is essential, but the governments of the sub-region are rightly

concerned' that such enterprises should not be under outside control* Hence

it is important to attract more and more African capital, public and private.

In some of the sub—regional schemes it would seem desirable for several

government's to ■subscribe to the equity and to be represented on the boards

of management.

10. There is no conflict between a policy of setting up large scale

industries on a sub—regional basis and pushing hard the development of

both agriculture and small and medium industries mainly for national

markets. Furthermore, the smaller industries have the additional value

of- stimulating African entrepreneurship. Encouragement to entrepreneur-

ship is important.

11. In applying the policies suggested in this report, there is no need

to wait for federation. But the whole process of industrialization should

be viewed in the context of a steady move towards the harmonization of

development plans and eventually a common market for the whole .sub-region.

'Moreover, the concept of a common, market for the whole sub—region ,is not

inconsistent with the wider aim of an eventually all—African common market.

There are natural contact points with other sub—regional common markets,

for example, prospects of developing further trade between Uganda, Rwanda,

Burundi and Congo (Leopoldville); between Northern and Southern Rhodesia

and the Congo; and between East Africa and Ethiopia and Sudan, and thus

with the countries to the North,

12. The facilities offered by the United Nations, and in particular the

Economic Commission for Africa, are available, if the governments concerned

so wish, to follow up the proposals made in this report. These facilities

take a number of forms: *
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(a) If there is agreement on the general principles underlying the

1 '"' proposals for the establishment of large scale sub-regional

industries, the next step must be detailed feasibility studies.

One possibility: wo.uld.be applications by the governments directly

concerned to the United Nations Special Fund. A second would be to

1 endeavour to interest, through the governments concerned and the

'"'ECA secretariat, teams from potential investors outside Africa, A

third which ni^ht be applicable where rapid action is required,

would be for the ECA secretariat to endeavour, with the aid of

outside consultants as required, to carry out the work. An example

of a project where an.application to the Special Fund might be

envisaged is &iie proposed uujj. ux^^j.xx^^x^i.k c.iio^-.c^.l ^duplex in

Tanganyika. One where the services of the ECA, together with

outside consultants> might be drawn upon is the proposed iron and

steel plant in Uganda?

(b) In other cases a government may well feel able to develop a

project with some outside assistance from the United Fations.

In such cases the appropriate approach would be a request for

an expert under the United Nations Expanded Technical Assistance

Programme, Sometimes, where short-term immediate assistance is

required; a request for the services of an expert from the ECA

secretariat or its regional advisers, or from the United Nations

Industrial Development Centre, might be more appropriate. Where

food or timber processing are involved, the Food and Agriculture

Organization is the appropriate body, and in the case of handicraft

industries, the International Labour Organization,

(c) In other cases a government may require advice on a range of

industries, in which case the appropriate approach would be a

request either for experts on a short-term basis or, preferably,

a small team from the ECA secretariat and the Industrial Develop

ment Centre (or the FAO and ILO in their fields of competence)

or, on a longer term basis, through the United Nations Expanded

Technical Assistance Programme,
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(d) 'The ECA possesses machinery for bringing together governments

to discuss and negotiate the setting-up of new industries or

transport facilities, this is available for the following up

of the recommendations in this report. It will be strengthened

" ■ - when the sub-regional office in Lusaka for East- and Central

■ : Africa is'in full operation. ■Established inter-governmental

■' machinery to do this kind of work already exists in East Africa,

' It "is to be hoped that a conference of Ministers of Industry

from the whole -sub-region may be called at.an early stage and

the services of the EGA are available to help in making the

■necessary economic and technical preparations,- ©s a follow up

to this report, ■ .-..■■
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ANNEX III

SOME. TENTATIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT OF

ROAD,. RAIL AND WATER TRANSPORT

IN THE EAST AND CENTRAL AFRICAN SUB-REGION

Railways

1. (a) Kasese (Uganda) — Kisenyi (Rwanda) — Usumbura (Burundi);

ferry on Lake Tanganyika. . .

(b) Mpulungu <— Abercorn — Karonga, or other suitable harbour

. on Lake Nyasa (Nyasaland); ferry on Lake Hyasa to Monkey

Bay,

2. (a) Mikumi (Tanganyika) — Kilombero Valley - Njombe — Karonga,

(b) Abercorn - Kapiri Mposhi"(Northern Rhodesia).

Main connexions suggested: at Kasese to the East African railway system,

at Kisenyi road to the Congo and to Kigali, at Usumbura road to the Congo

and to the up-country of Burundi, at Kigoma to the east-west railway to

Dar-es-Salaam, at Albertville to the Congo by rail, at Kapiri Mposhi to

the Copperbelt and to the south, at Njombe to the coal fields of the

Western Highlands. The Mpulungu — Karonga section serves both the

principal north-south line and the Tanganyika - Rhodesia line, saving

railway length in the building, and is unavoidable owing to the gauge

difference. The rough cost estimate is £50 million in addition to the

cost of t^ie Kapiri Mphoshi - Mikumi line.

It is noted that the Njombe-Karonga Section has to pass on

difficulty mountainous country. It may be found that a routing from

the Kilombaro valley through Makombaku and Tunduma or some miles to

the East from Tunduma will be cheaper to build.

3. Pakwach (Uganda) Mungbere (Congo) - Wau (Sudan).

Connextions offered with the East African Railway system

the Vioi Congo Railway system and with Sudanese Railways lines.
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Roada

1. Khartoum (Sudan) — Axum (Ethiopia) -- Addis Ababa - Moyale —

Nyeri (Kenya) — Nairobi (Kenya) — Arusha (Tanganyika) —

Iringa — Mbeya -- Kapiri Mposhi (Northern Rhodesia). A few

short stretches before and after Addis Ababa and Nairobi have

already been installed*

2. Juba (Sudan) ■— Kampala.

3. Stanleyville (Congo) — Kasindi* (Uganda).

4. Kigali - Mbarara (Uganda).

5. Kisenyi (Rwanda) — Kigali — Kibungu -- Ngara (Tanganyika) —

Mwanza - Kisumu (Kenya) — Tororo (Uganda). The Kibungu - Ngara

section has to be built. Connexions: at Kisenyi with the

proposed railway system and ferry on Lake Victoria,, at Kisumu

with the Kenya railway system .and ferry, at Tororo with rail and

road in Uganda.

6. Lusaka - Zomba.

7. Zomba - Monkey Bay. Connexion with the proposed railway line.

8. Addis Ababa — Mogadishu - Nairobi.

<■,.*




